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SUMMARY

A plate bending element based on the generalized laminate plate theory (GLPT) developed by the senior
author is described and its accuracy is investigated by comparison with the exact solutions of the generalized
plate theory and the 3D-elasticity theory. The element accounts for transverse shear deformation and layer
wise description of the inplane displacements of the laminate. The element has improved description of the
inplane as well as the transverse deformation response. A method for the computation of interlaminar
(transverse) stresses is also presented.

1. BACKGROUND

Laminated composite plates are often modelled using the classical laminate plate theory (CLPT)

or the first-order shear deformation plate theory (FSDT). In both cases the laminate is treated as a

single-layer plate with equivalent stiffnesses, and the displacements are assumed to vary through

the thickness according to a single expression (see Reddy 1
), not allowing for possible

discontinuities in strains at an interface of dissimilar material layers.

Recently, Reddy2 presented a general laminate plate theory that allows layer-wise

representation of inplane displacements, and an improved response of inplane and transverse

shear deformations is predicted. Similar but different theories have appeared in the literature.3-6

In the generalized laminate plate theory (0LPT) the equations of three-dimensional elasticity are

reduced to differential equations in terms of unknown functions in two dimensions by assuming

layer-wise approximation of the displacements through the thickness. Consequently, the strains

are different in different layers. Exact analytical solutions of the theory were developed by the

authors7
,8 to evaluate the accuracy of the theory compared to the 3D-elasticity theory. The results

indicated that the generalized laminate plate theory allows accurate determination of interlaminar

stresses.

The present study deals with the finite-element formulation of the theory and its application to

laminated composite plates. In the interest of brevity only the main equations of the theory are

reviewed and the major steps of the formulation are presented. The accuracy of the numerical
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(1)

results obtained using the present plate element is discussed in light of the exact solutions of the

theory.

2. A REVIEW OF GLPT

Consider a laminated plate composed of N orthotropic lamina, each being oriented arbitrarily

with respect to the laminate (x, y) co-ordinates, which are taken to be in the midplane of the

laminate. The displacements (u 1 , U2' "3) at a point ( x ~ y, z) in the laminate are assumed to be of the

forro 2

U 1(x, y, z) = u(x, y) + U(x, y, z)

U2(X, y, z)= v(x, y) + V(x, y, z)

U3(X,y,Z)='w(x,y)

where (u, v, w) are the displacements of a point (x, y, 0) on the reference plane of the laminate, and

U .and V are functions which vanish on the reference plane:

U(x, y, 0) = V(x, y, 0) = 0 (2)

(3)

The reference plane is taken to be the midplane of the laminate. In equation (1) the transverse

deflection is restricted to be constant through the laminate thickness. This restriction is commonly

used both in classical and shear deformation theories, and it can be removed if desired.

The three-dimensional theory is reduced to a two-dimensional one by assuming that U and V

vary according to the expressions

N

U(x,y,z) = L UJ(x,y)'PJ(z)
J=1

N

V(x,Y,z)= L VJ(x,y)'I'J(z)
J=1

whereUJ and VJ are undetermined coefficients and 'PJ are any continuous functions that satisfy
the condition

'PJ (0) = 0 for all J = 1, 2, ... , N (4)

The approximation in equation (3) can also be viewed as the global semi-discrete f i n i t e - e l ~ m e n t

approximations of U and V through thickness. In that case 'PJ denote the global interpolation

functions, and· UJ and VJ are the global nodal values of U and V at the nodes through the

thickness of the laminate. For example, a finite-element approximation based on the Lagrangian

interpolation through thickness can be obtained from equation (3) by 'setting (if the midplane does

not coincide with an interface, it is used as an interface to satisfy equation (2» N = pn + 1, where

n = number of subdivisions through the thickness,

p = degree of the global interpolation polynomials, 'PJ (z),

and

UJ' VJ = global nodal values of U and V (Sa)

For example, if a piecewise linear displacement distribution is chosen, the corresponding functions

'PJ (z) are

Z-Z;-I.
,

ZJ-Z;-1

ZJ+I- Z .,
zJ+ 1 - ZJ

(5b)
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wLhere ZJ denote the global thickness co-ordinate of the node between the Jth and (J + l)st
subdivisions. In this case, the present theory is a layer-wise first-order shear defonnation theory,

but allows an accurate representation of a laminate behaviour.
Note that the number of subdivisions (or finite elements) n through the thickness can be, in

principle, less than, equal to or greater than the number of layers in the laminate. When n is less
than the number of layers, it amounts to modelling the total laminate as a collection of
sublaminates. In the present study, n is taken equal to the number of layers.

The equilibrium equations of the theory can be derived using the principle of virtual
displacements1,2

where

o=i {N (iMU) N(o~v) N (a~u a~v)
x ~ +, ~ + x, ~ + ~

n uX UY uy uX

Q o~w Q o~w ~ ·[NJa~uJ N J0<5VJ
+x~ +)'~ +L.J x~ +,~

uX uy J=1 uX uy

J (a~uJ a~vJ) J J ] }+ N xy BY + ---a;- + QxUJ + Qy VJ - qt5w dA (6a)

(6b)

f
"12 .

(Nx, N".Nx,) = (O'x' 0'" O'x,)dz
-"12

f
lt12

(Qx, Q,)= «(1X%' (1,%)dz
-1112

f
"12

(N~, N:, N ~ , ) = '(ux, a" ax,)'I'J(z)dz
-1iJ2

f
lt/ 2 d'l'J~)

(Q~. Q:)= (aX%' ay%) d dz
-11/2 Z

«(Jx' (J" (JX" (JX%' (J,%) are the stresses and q is the distributed transverse load. The virtual work
statement in equation (6a) gives 2N + 3 differential equations in (2N + 3) variables

(u, v, W, UJ' VJ ). The form of the geometric and force boundary conditions is given in Table I. Here
(nx , n,) denote the direction cosines of a unit normal to the boundary of the midplane O.

Table I

Geometric (essential) Force (natural)

u Nxnx+Nxyn,

v Nxynx+N,n,

w Qxnx+Q,n, (7)

UJ N~nx+N~,n,

VJ N~ynx+N:n,

The constitutive equations of the laminate are given by

N

{N} = [A]{e} + L [BK]{eK}
K=1

N

{NJ}= [BJ]{e} + L [DJK]{eK }
K=1

(8a)

(8b)
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where the strains {e} and {eK }, and the matrices [A], [BJ ] and [DJK
] are given in Reference 2;

also see Appendix I.

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

Consider a rectangular (a x b) cross-ply laminate, not necessarily symmetric, composed of N

layers. For such a laminate the constitutive equations (8) simplify because A l6 = A 26 = A4S

= Bf6 = Bf6 = B~s = Di~ = D~~ = Di~ = O. The governing equations become

All U,xx + A l2 l?,yx + A66 (U,yy + V,XY)

N

+ L [Bfl UK,xx + Bf2 VK,yX + B~6(UK,yy + VK,XY)] = 0
K=l

A66 (U,yx + V,xx) + A l2 u,xy + A22 v,yy

N

+ L. [B~6(U K,yx + VK,xx) + Bf2 UK,xy + Bf2 VK,yy] = 0
K=l

N

Ass w,xx + A44 W,yy + L [Bfs UK,x + B~4 VK,y] + q = 0
K=l

Bi 1 u,xx + Bi 2 V,yx + B~6 (V,yy + V,XY) - B~ s W,X

N

+ L [Di~ UK,xx + Di~ VK,yx + D~~(U K,yy + VK,Xy) - D~~ UK] = 0
K=l

B~6(U,yx + V,xx) + Bi2 U,xy + B~2 V,yy - Bi4 W,y

N

+ L [D~~(UK,yx+ VK,xx)+Di~UK,xy+D~~VK,yy-Di~VK] =0
K=l

(9)

(10)

for I, J = 1, 2, ... , N.

Here we consider the Navier solution1,7.s of the above equations for the simply supported

boundary conditions:

v = w = VK = Nx = N~ = 0; x = 0, a; k = 1, ... , N

U = W = UK = Ny = N: = 0; y = 0, b; k = 1, ... , N

These boundary conditions are identically satisfied by the following expressions for

displacements:

00

U = L XPMcosax sinf3y
m,n

00

V= L Ymn sin ax cos f3y
m,n

<X>

W= L W".,. sin ax sinf3y
m,n

<X>

Uk = L R~n cos ax sin f3y
m,n

00

Vk = L S~n sin ax cos py
m,n

(11)
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where

mn
a=-,

a

The transverse distributed load can also be expanded in double Fourier series as

00

q(x, y) = L qmn sin ax sin py (12)
m,n

Substitution of these expressions into the governing equations gives a system of 2N + 3 equations

for each of the Fourier modes (m, n), from which we obtain the coefficients

(Xmn , Ymn , Wmn , R~n, S~n):

o

o
(13)

qmn

o

where { ~ 1 }T = {Xmn' Ymn , Wmn }, {A2}T = {R~n, S~n}, and the coefficient matrices [C], [CJ
]

and [CJK
] are given in Appendix I. Once the coefficients (Xmn , Ymn , Wmn , R~n' S~n) are obtained,

the stresses can be computed using equation (8).

4. FINITE-ELEMENT FORMULATION

The generalized displacements (u, v, w, UJ' VJ ) are expressed, over each element, as a linear

combination of the two-dimensional interpolation functions t/Ji and the nodal values

(u i
, Vi, Wi, U ~ , V ~ ) as follows:

m

(u, v, W, UJ , VJ ) = L (u i
, Vi, Wi, U ~ , V ~ ) t / J i

.- i = 1

(14)

where m is the number of nodes per element.

Using equation (14), the strains can be expressed in the form

(15a)

(15b)

where

{e} = [H]{A},

{u}

{A}= {v} ,

{w}

The matrices [H] and [fl] are given in Appendix I.
Using equations (14) in the virtual work statement (6a), we obtain the finite-element model

[H]T[A][H] [H]T[BI][H] [H]T[BN][H] {A} {q}

[H][BI][H]T [H]T[D 11 ][H] {AI} {OJ

= 0 (16)

o
[H][BN] [H]T [H]T[DNN][H] {AN} {OJ

For piecewise linear interpolation of V and V through the thickness, [H] is a 5 by 3 matrix and

[H] is a 5 by 2 matrix_
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5. INTERLAMINAR STRESS CALCULATION

(17)

When a piecewise linear interpolation through the thickness is used, GLPT provides an excellent

representation of the displacements, and accurate prediction of the inplane stresses «(J x.~' (Jyy' (JXy),

as was demonstrated in References 7 and 8. Interlaminar stresses «(Jxz' (Jyz' (Jzz) can be computed,

as was done in Reference 8, from the equilibrium equations of 3D-elasticity when exact analytical

solutions are available. An approximate technique is used in this study to integrate the equilibrium

equations, using the inplane stress information provided by the finite element solution. The

scheme as presented in R-eference 9 is extended here to quadrilateral isoparametric elements. It

approximates the shear stress distribution through each layer with a quadratic function, thus

requiring 3n equations for each of the shear stresses «(Jxz' (Jyz), where n is the number of layers; n
equations are used to satisfy the n average shear stresses on each layer. Two equations are used to

impose vanishing shear stresses at the surfaces of the plate. Then, (n - 1) equations are employed

to satisfy continuity of the shear stresses at the interfaces between layers. Finally, the remaining

(n -1) equations are used to compute the jump in (Jxz,z (or (JyZ,z) at each interface.
The average shear stresses on each layer are computed from the constitutive equations and the

displacement field obtained in the finite-element analysis.

In this work, unlike Reference 8, the following equilibrium equations

(1xz,z = -«(Jxx,x + (JXY,y)

(Jyz,Z = - «(JXY,X + O'yy,y)

are used to compute (]xz, z and (1yz, z directly from the finite-element approximation. The inplane

components of the stresses and their inplane derivatives (0'xx,x; O'yy,y; 0'xy,x and O'XY,y) are computed
from the constitutive equations for each layer, i.e.

au + f aU1 '¥1

ax J=l ax
(Jx Qll Q12 Q13

av + f aV1 '¥1
O'y Q12 Q22 QZ3 (18)

ax J=l ox
0'xy Q13 Q23 Q33

au av f (aU1 aV1 ),¥1-+-+ -+-oy ax J=l ay ax

The procedure thus requires computation of second derivatives of the displacements (u, v, UJ' VJ )

(see Reference 10, p. 7-2-11, pp. 435), as presented in Appendix II.

6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Several numerical examples are presented to assess the quality of the finite-element model and to

display the features of the GLPT in the modelling of laminated composite plates. Whenever

possible, comparison is made with 3D-elasticity solutions. Two problems of bending of composite

laminates that can be analytically solved using the full 3D-elasticity equations are the cylindrical

bending of cross-ply plates and the bending of simply supported plates. The cylindrical bending

problem is one in which one of the planar dimensions of the plate is much larger (in theory, of

infinite length along the y-axis) than the other. The generalized plane-strain conditions previal,

and it is sufficient to consider only a unit width along the y-axis. The problem is then reduced to a

one-dimensional beam problem. Only certain symmetric laminates can be analysed in cylindrical

bending because other lamination schemes would violate the generalized plane-strain condition.
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Analytical solutions to the 3D-equations of elasticity for cylindrical bending exist for simply
supported boundary conditions.!1 Analytical solutions to the 3D-equations of elasticity for

square plate also exist for simply supported, cross-ply laminates.12 For more general cases that do
not admit analytical solutions to the 3D-elasticity equations we can still compare the finite

element solutions to closed-form solutions of GLPT. Navier type solutions were presented in
References 7 and 8 for square plates and cylindrical bending. Since the Navier technique is
restricted to simply supported boundary conditions, the authors developed closed-fonn solutions
for cylindrical bending (using eigenvalue expansions7

,8) that admit any combination of boundary

conditions. Comparisons to other theories like the classical laminated plate theory l are presented

to demonstrate the accuracy of the new theory.

6.1. Cylindrical bending of a (0/90) plate strip

(19)

Transverse deflections, normalized with respect to the classical laminated plate theory solution,
are plotted in Figure 1 for a (0/90) laminated plate in cylindrical bending. The material properties
used are those of graphite-epoxy:

E1 = 19·2 X 106 psi, E2 = 1·56 X 106 psi

G.12 = G13 =0·82 X 106 psi

G23 = 0·523 x 10 psi, Vl 2 = Vl3 = 0·24

V23= 0·49

A uniform load and three different boundary conditions were used (SS = simply supported at both
ends, CC = clamped at both ends and CT = cantilever). The 3D-elasticity solution10 for the
simply supported case and the closed-form solutions ofGLPT7

,8 for the three types of boundary

conditions are plotted for comparison. Five elements were used to represent one-half of the plate
for the SS and CC cases, taking advantage of the symmetry of the problem; and 10 elements are
used for the CT case, which has no symmetry. Very good agreement is found between the finite
element solution and the exact solutions.

\ - 30 Elasticity, ss
- __ GLPT. SS

\ -_GLPT. CC

\
---GLPT, CT

o 0 FEM

\
\

""-,
'0 -...........----.-

x
~ 1.8

'"0
Q)

~ 1.4

~
o
Z 1.0 l.LJ...........J.--i~::.r:.~:=b~::Iia; ..=---..I

2 4 6 10 12 14

Side to thickness ratio

j
; 3.0

-8
: 2.6

•>CIt

; 2.2
::

Figure 1. Comparison between the 3D analytical solution, GLPT analytical solutions and GLPT finite-element solutions
for a (0/90) laminated plate in cylindrical bending. The transverse load is uniformly distributed and three boundary

conditions (SS = simply supported, CC = clamped and CT = cantilever) are considered
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(21)

(20)

_ 1
(Jxz= -(Jxz'

sqo

6.2. Cylindrical bending of a (0/90/0) plate strip

A long, (0/90/0) laminated plate (a/h = 4), simply supported along the long edges and
subjected to sinusoidal load, is analysed. The plate can be analysed using any strip along the

length. The underlying assumption is that every line along the length deforms into the same shape

(called cylindrical bending). The problem becomes essentially one-dimensional (e.g. a beam).

The material properties used are

E1 = 25 x lOs psi, E2 = 106 psi

GI2 = G13 = 0·5 X 106 psi

G23 = 0·2 X 106 psi, V12 = V13 = V23 = 0·25

The displacements and stresses are normalized as follows:

_ looE
2

_ l00E2

U = q
o

hs3 U, W = q
o

hs4 W

where s = a/h, a = width and h = total thickness of the plate. Both one-dimensional and two
dimensional elements were used in this example, imposing the appropriate boundary conditions
on th-eplate-elementstosimulate the generalized plane-strain (i.e. cylind-rical-bend-in-g}-eondition.

Under these conditions, both elements gave exactly the same results.

Eight four-node linear elements were used to represent one-half of the span. Comparisons with

the 3D-elasticity solution are made in Figures 2 to 4. Through-the-thickness distributions of the

inplane displacements u obtained by various theories are shown in Figure 2. The GLPT solution is

in excellent agreement with the 3D-elasticity solution, whereas the CLPT solution is in

considerable error. The inplane normal stress (Jxx computed in the CLPT (see Figure 3) differs

even in sign at the interface of laminae.
Eight nine-node quadratic elements are used to obtain the through-the-thickness distribution of

shear stress (Jxz from the equilibrium equations, and the result is shown in Figure 4. Note that the

3D-elasticity solution is slightly unsymmetric because the load applied at the top surface is

1.00.50.0

:fo'

""~ I
/1

~~/
/ ~

/ "
/' :)

/

-0.5

- 3D Elasticity

--- GLPT
- -CLPT

-1.0

~
~

~ -0.2
e
o
z -0.4

0.4
J:.........
ui 0.2co
~
~

~ 0.0

Inplane displacement. u

Figure 2. Through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane displacement u for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminate
under sinusoidal load, a/h = 4
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0.4

.c.....
N O.2

=!~
~ 0.0

-g
~ -0.2
e
~
z -0.4

-20 -10 0 10 20

Inplane normal stress (xx)

Figure 3. Through-the thickness distribution of the inplane normal stress (1xx for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminate
under sinusoidal load, a/h = 4

2.01.51.00.5

- 3D Elasticity

--- GLPT

0.0

-0.4

~.....
N

~ 0.2
Q) 1---------
C
.¥
(J

£ 0.0
"0
Q)

~

~ -0.2

o
z

0.4

Transverse shear stress (xz)

Figure 4. Through-the-thickness distribution of the transverse shear stress (1x: for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminate
under sinusoidal load, a/h = 4

unsymmetric about the midplane, while the GLPT solution is symmetric because it is assumed to
be applied at the midplane, as is the case with all plate theories.

6.3. Simply supported square laminate (0/90/0) under sinusoidal load

This example is chosen because there exists an exact 3D-elasticity solution. 11 The material
properties used are the same as those used in Section 6.2. Owing to symmetry (geometric as well as
material), only one quarter of the laminate is modelled using a 4 x 4 uniform mesh of quadratic
elements. A co-ordinate system with the origin at the centre of the plate is used for reference. The
simply supported boundary conditions used are the same as those used to obtain the 3D-elasticity
solution:

W = U = UJ = 0 at y = ±a/2

W = v = VJ = 0 at x = ±a/2
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The following normalizations of stresses are used in presenting the results:

(22)

_ looE2
W=-h4 W,

qo S

_ _ l00E
2

(U, v) = -h3 (U, v),
qo s

1
(uxx,u", ax,) = --2(uxx , CT", CTx,)

qos

where s = a/h, a is the length of the square plate and h is the thickness of the plate. The stresses
were computed at the following locations, which are the centre points of the elements:

axx ( t6' t6). ayy ( t6' t6) and aXY (;:' ;:) (23)

The stress distributions through laminate thickness are shown in Figures 5 to 7 for s = 4. The
quality of the GLPT solution and the accuracy of the finite-element solutions are apparent from
the figures.

~ 0.4
N

ai
-; 0.2
c
:s
o
o 0.0 ...-------+--------4
u
en
en

~ -0.2
~

u
:E
.... -0.4

-0.75 -0.45 -0.15 0.15 0.45 0.75

Inplane norm 11 stress (xx)

Figure S. Through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane normal stress (/%% for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminated
square plate under double-sinusoidal load, a/h = 4

.t:.....
NO.4

oi
~

:5 0.2

o
o
u

en 0.0
en
Q)

c:
x.
.~ -0.2
.t:...

-0.4

- 30 Elasticity

--- GLPT
-'-CLPT

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Inplane normal stress (yy)

Figure 6. Through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane normal stress (J11 for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminated
square plate under double-sinusoidal load, a/h = 4
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1:.....
0.4 \ - 3D Elasticity....

~

oi ~ \ --GlPT
~ -'-ClPTc 0.27ij

0 ,
0
(J

0.0
en ~

en
Q)

c
~ -0.2(,)

:c...
-0.4

-0.05 -0.03 -0.01 0.05

Inplane shear stress (xy)

Figure 7. Through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane shear stress (1"7 for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminated
square plate under double-sinusoidal load, a/h = 4

6.4. Simply supported (O/90/0jlaminate under uniform load

Next we consider the case of a simply supported (0/90/0) plate under uniformly distributed
transverse load. The material properties used are those of a gaphite-epoxy material given in
equation (14). The plate is simply supported on all four sides. Owing to symmetry, only a quarter
of the plate is modelled. The appropriate boundary conditions for a simply supported cross-ply
laminate, with symmetry axes along x = 0 and y = 0 are13

onx=O: u=UJ=O

on y = 0: v= Jj = 0

on x = a: v= w = Jj = 0

on y = b: u = w = UJ = 0

The through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane normal stress (1xx, for aspect ratio a/h = 10,
is shown in Figure 8. The stresses were computed at the Gauss point x = 0·0528a and y = o-0528a.

Figures 9 and 10 contain similar plots of tpe i n t e ~ l a m i n a r shear stresses (1,% and (1X%' respectively.
In Figure 9 (1,% is computed at the point x = o-0528a and y = 0·9472a, in Figure 10 (1X% is computed
at the point x = 0·9472a and y = 0·OS28a. In these plots, broken lines represent stresses obtained

from the constitutive equations, while the smooth solid line represents the stress distribution
obtained using the equilibrium equations. Stresses obtained using the GLPT and FSDT are
compared in these figures. In this case, the GLPT admits analytic solution; the finite-element
solution agrees with the analytical solution. The stress components predicted by the GLPT are in
close agreement with the 3D-elasticity solution. The differences between the stresses computed in

the FSDT and GLPT theories are significant for a/h = 10, but the difference reduces as the a/h
ratio increases.

6.5. Simply supported (45/ -45/45/ -45) laminate under uniform load

While the inplane stresses obtained using FSDT and GLPT in a cross-ply plate are reasonably
close, the stresses differ significantly for an antisymmetric angle-ply laminate. This is illustrated in
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Figure 8. Through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane normal stress (/%% for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminated
square plate under uniform load, (a/h = 10) as computed using GLPT and FSDT
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Figure 9. Through-the-thickness distribution of the transverse shear streSs(/" for.a simply supported (0/90/0) laminated
square plate under uniform load, (a/h == 10) as computed using GLPT and FSDT

(25)

this example. Consider the case of an antisymmetric angle-ply (45/ -45/45/ -45) plate under
uniformly distributed transverse load. The material properties are the same as those in the
previous example.

The plate is simply supported on all four sides. Owing to symmetry only a quarter of the plate is
modelled. The appropriate boundary conditions for a simply supported antisymmetric angle-ply
rectangular laminate, with symmetry axes at x = 0 and y =0 are13

onx=O: v=Uj=O

on y = 0: u = Jj = 0

on x = a: v= w = Jj = 0

on y = b: U= w = Uj = 0
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Figure 10. Through-the-thickness distribution of the transverse shear stress (1X% for a simply supported (0/90/0) laminated
square plate under uniform load, (a/h = 10) as computed using GLPT and FSDT

Figures 11 and 12 contain plots of through-the-thickness distribution of the inplane stresses (1xx

a [ 1 d ( J ' x l , r e s ~ c t i v e l y , for aspect ratio a/h = 10. Both figures correspond to the Gauss point x = y
= O·0528a. the shear correction factors· used fot· the FSDT and-Ol.,PT are 1·0.· 'fhed-ifference

between the stresses computed by the FSDT and GLPT still persist, however reduced, even for

thin laminates. For example, Figure 13 contains a plot of (Jxx for aspect ratio a/h = 50.
Figures 14 and 15 contain plots of (Jxz through the thickness of the same laminate at

x = O·9472a, y = 0·0528a for aspect ratios of 10 and 100. The results show striking differences
between FSDT and GLPT. The difference does not vanish as the aspect ratio grows. It can be seen
that the non-dimensional shear 'stress distribution predicted by the FSDT remains almost
unchanged as the aspect ratio is changed from 10 to 100. The reason for the difference can be
attributed to the GLPT's ability to accurately predict interlaminar stresses, even at the free edge.
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Figure 11. Through-the-thickness distribution of the stress (1xx for a simply supported (45/ - 45/45/ - 45) laminated
square plate under uniform load, a/h = 10
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Finally, Figure 16 contains a plot of the non-dimensional maximum transverse deflection was a
function of the aspect ratio of the plate. The difference between the two theories can be attributed
to the different representation of the shear deformation. In this case the shear correction factor
used in both theories is one. It is well known that the FSDT requires a shear correction factor
smaller than one to produce the correct transverse deflection.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A displacement finite-element formulation of the generalized laminate plate theory of Reddy2 is
presented and the accuracy of the associated plate bending element is demonstrated using several
composite plate problems. The generalized laminate theory yields accurate results for both
displacements and stresses. The applicability of the GLPT element to problems with dissimilar
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materials and problems without analytical solutions is demonstrated. While the GLPT plate
bending element is computationally expensive compared to the FSDT plate element (or the
Mindlin plate element), it yields very accurate results for all stresses and it is less expensive
compared to a three-dimensional finite element analysis of laminated composite plates. Use of the
theory for delamination and failure of composites awaits attention.

APPENDIX I. STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES AND
LAMINATE STIFFNESSES

The strains {e} and {eK} appearing in equation (8) are2

ou

ox OUK

OV ox

oy oVK

{e}=
OU OV

{eK }=
oy

-+-
OUK oVKoy ox
-+-

ow oy ox

ax UK

ow VK
oy

The matrices [H] and [11] appearing in the strain-displacement relations (15) are

ot/Jt
0 0

Ot/J2
0 0

ot/J".
0 0

ax ax ox

0
ot/Jt

0 0
Ot/J2

0 0
ot/J".

0
oy oy oy

[H] ot/J 1 . Ot/Jl
0

Ot/J2 Ot/J2
0

ot/J". ot/J".
0=

(5x 3m) oy ax oy ox oy ax

0 0
Ot/!l

0 0
Ot/J2

0 0
ot/!",

ax ox ax

0 0
Ot/Jl

0 0
ot/! 12

0 0
ot/J",

oy oy oy

Ot/Jl
0

at/!2
0

ot/J".
0

ox ax ax

0
Ot/Jl

0
Ot/!2

0
ot/Jm

[8] oy oy oy
=

(5 x 2m) Ot/Jl OI/Jl Ot/J2 Ot/J2 ot/Jm oWm
oy ox oy ox oy ax

t/Jl 0 t/!2 0 t/J". 0

0 t/Jl 0 t/!2 0 t/J".
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The laminate stiffness for the present theory are2

N fZIC+ 1
A jj = E Q~f)dz (i,j = 1, 2, 6, 4, 5)

K=l ZIC

N fZ IC+ 1

B~= E Q~f)'I'J dz (i,j = 1, 2, 6)
K= 1 ZIC

N fZ IC+ 1

D~I = E . Q~f) 'PI'PJ dz (i,j = 1, 2, 6)
K= 1 ZIC

N fZ IC+ 1 d'PJ

B~= E Q1f)-ddz (i,j = 4,5)
K= 1 %IC Z

N f% IC+ 1 d'PJ d'P l

Dfl = E Q~f)-d -ddz (i,j = 4,5)
K = 1 %IC Z Z

APPENDIX II. COMPUTATION OF HIGHER-ORDER DERIVATIVES
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As discussed in Reference 10, the computation of the second- and higher.:order derivatives of the
interpolation functions with respect to the global co-ordinates involves additional computations.

The first-order derivatives with respect to the global co-ordinates are related to those with
r e s p ~ e c t . to the local (or element) co-ordinates according to

at/!j ox oy
-1

aVJi aVJi
ox ae oe oe

== [J]-1
ae

(AI)=
at/!i ox oy aVJi aVJi
oy 0" a" a" a"

where the Jacobian matrix [J] is evaluated using the approximation of the geometry:

,
Y= E YjcPj(e,,,)

j= 1

(A2)

where cPj are the interpolation functions used for the geometry and <e,,,) are the element natural
co-ordinates. For the isoparametric formulation r = m (see equation (14» and cPj = VJj. The
second-order derivatives of t/!i with respect to t&e global co-ordinates (x, y) are given by

a2t/! i a2VJ1
ax2 ae2

aVJI

iJ2 t/J i
= [J1]-1 a2

t/J i ox
iJy2 iJ,,2

- [J2]
at/! j

(A3)

a2t/J i a2t/J i ay

oxay iJea"
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where
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(:;r (:~r 2
0YOX

aeae

[J 1 J = (:~r (:~r 2
oxoy

a" a"
axox ayoy DXOy ayax
0" oe a" ae

--+--
a" ae a" ae

(}2 X a2y
ae2 ae2

[J 2 ]=
(}2 X a2y
(},,2 0,,2

(}2 X a2 y
a"ae aea"

(A4)

(AS)

The matrices [J1] and [J2] are computed using equation (A2).
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